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visual stimulus

visual neurons

motor neurons

muscle actuation

wing motion

body motion

physics of flight
aerodynamics
3D flight dynamics

neural science

Quantitative Study of Organismal Behavior
from flight dynamics to neural dynamics
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Why Do Organisms Move the Way They Do?
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Dissecting Insect Flight

Dragonfly

Fore-Hind Wing Interactions

Passive Wing Pitching 

Wing - Fluid

Aerodynamics

       Energetics 

Dynamics

Maneuvering Flight

Muscles
brain

Navier-Stokes Solutions
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I. Kinematics 

II.    Aerodynamics and Computational Methods

III.   Energetics and Optimization

IV.    Dynamics and Control

V.     Stability and Control

Taking It Apart
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E. J. Marey 
1830-1904
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Harper Magazine 
1870

Other previous work:
Weis-Fogh and Jensen (1956) 
Ellington (1984)
Fry, Sane, Dickinson (2003)
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Leif Ristroph and Itai Cohen
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Subtle change of wing kinematics 

Lots of data

--> high accuracy & statistics 
                                   in tracking
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Automatic Tracking of 
Wing and Body Motions
(without using markers)

Ristroph, Berman, Bergou, Wang, Cohen, J. Exp. Biol.(2009)
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Automatic Tracking of 
           Wing and Body Motions

1. Visual hull (maximal volume encompassing the fly)

2.  Clustering Algorithm (separate body and wings)

3.  Centroid (position)

4. Principal axes (orientation)

      + camera calibration and etc.…

hours
         reduced to
                    minutes
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         Why the 
  Observed Motions?

dragonfly
fruitfly
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I. Kinematics 

II. Aerodynamics and Computational Methods

III. Energetics and Optimization

IV. Dynamics and Control

V. Stability and Control

Taking It Apart
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Nachtigall

Life in Fluids

Re

Stokes solutions

Scallop theorem
Flagellar/Cillia swimming
Rotating helix/Helical wave/undulatory motion

Flapping flight/swimming
Gliding
Airplanes

Navier-Stokes solutions

G.I.Taylor, 1951, 1952 Swimming Micro-organisms
Purcell,1977 Life at Low Reynolds numbers
Lauga and Powers 2009 

Lighthill, 1975
Childress, 1981
Ellington 1984, Dickinson1999
Wang 2005 
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∂u
∂t

+u ⋅ ∇u = −∇p + 1
Re∇

2u

∇ •u = 0

� 

m dvb
dt

= F fluid + Fext

Governing Equations

Boundary condition (no-slip) (wing kinematics):

� 

ub = vb

Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flows:

Dynamics of the wing coupled to the fluid:
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Mirr
or

Camera

mirror

1600fps,1024x1024

L ~ 1cm
Freq ~ 40Hz
Re =UL/ν ~ 3000

marker based tracking
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Wing Kinematics
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How does an insect flap its wings 

to generate enough forces to hover?
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Wang, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2000
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Wang, Birch, and Dickinson, JEB (2004)

Comparing Against Experiments
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Passive Wing Pitching

 Bergou, Xu, Wang, J. Fluid Mech., 2007
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Computing the Navier-Stokes Equation
Which Method for Which Problem

Sharp Edges:

By conformal mapping: 

  4th order in time (RK)
  4th order in space (implicit scheme)
  Explicit method (E & Liu 1996)
   
  Solved in noninertial body frame in elliptic coord
  with far field boundary conditions   

  Dynamic coupling,  PDE optimization 
  wang (2000) , pesavento & wang 2004, 2009
 

� 

x + iy = cosh(µ + iθ)

2D NS equation (Vorticity-Stream Function  
Formulation)  in elliptic coordinates

 

∂(Sω )
∂t

+ Sui∇( )ω =
1
Re

∇2ω

Sω = ∇2Ψ

Su = −∇ × Ψ
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t = 17.5 t = 30 t = 57.5 t = 77.5

26

An immersed interface method for 
solving multiple moving objects in 2D and 3D
(hydrodynamic interactions, collective behavior, flexibility)

Fluid: Cartesian

Solid interface: Lagrangian

Xu and Wang, SIAM J. Num. Analysis (2006), J. Comp. Phys. (2006),  Comp. Meth. Appl. 
Mech. and Eng. (2008)

∂�v
∂t + �v ·∇�v = −∇p +

1
Re
∇2�v +

�

Γ

�f(α, t) δ(�x− �X(α, t)) dα

∇ · �v = 0

ms�̈xc = �Fb + �Ffl

I �̈θ = �τfl + �τb

fτ = − 1
Re

�
�τ .

∂�v

∂n

����
Γ+

− dθ

dt

�
= − 1

Re

�
ω|Γ+ − 2

dθ

dt
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1
Re

�
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�
+ [bτ ]

�
J dα
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‘Birds vs. Plane’

Which is more efficient?
What do we mean by ‘efficient?’
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        Energy Minimizing Hovering Wing Motion 

Given a wing and a weight, find wing motions 

that minimize the aerodynamic power to support the weight  

Constrained PDE/ODE optimization 

Problem:  
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Specific Power
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Remove the leading edge vortex in previous half-stroke:

Optimal  Flapping Motion

x

Unperturbed case:Near 
wing reversal:

Pesavento and Wang, PRL 2009
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I. Kinematics 

II.    Aerodynamics and Computational Methods

III.   Energetics and Optimization

IV.    Dynamics and Control

V.     Stability and Control

Taking It Apart
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How do fruit flies control their wings to 
    Turn? 
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time scales

 fast     compared to ?
 slow

sensory feedback loops

mechanical
visual
...
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top view

Reset 
orientation

Start

Perturbed by Magnetic Field 

finish

Ristrohph et al, PNAS (2010)
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Recovering from an Aerial Stumble

Before 
perturbation

Passive 
damping

Active 
recovery

Passive 
recovery

Symmetric 
wing motion Symmetric SymmetricAsymmetric

top view

1 2 3

~ 4 wing beats ~ 4 wing beats ~ 2 wing beats
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How do fruit flies control their wing to 
    Turn? 
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Back and forth motion:
           Driven by large indirect muscles 

Pitching: 
           Controlled by steering muscles

However,
the insect cannot adjust the wing stroke
every wing beat (4ms)           

How does the insect control its wings
 to create these asymmetries?
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Inferring (Pitching) Torque

Measure wing kinematics
               wing mass, shape, axis of rotation

Calculate aerodynamic torque
                wing inertia
                
Deduce  torque at the wing base
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Torsional Spring at the Wing Base

κ~ 3 to 5 10-2 dyne cm/rad

time
torque

pitching angle

torque
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Determining                 from experimental data
                                   

� 

κ,Ψ0,C

� 

Ψ0� 

κ

� 

C
changes 
over a times 
scale of 
~20ms

� 

Ψ0
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Predicts Body Trajectory 

Back and forth motion: prescribed
Wing pitch: passive with one control variable

damping driving
Bergou,Ristroph,Guckenheimer, Cohen, Wang, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2010
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Balancing in Air
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Flapping Flight is almost always unstable
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mbab= (
�

fi) +mbg + F b

mw
i a

w
i = (−fi) +mw

i g + Fw
i

rb + rbi = rw + rwi

!"#$%#&'()*%+,-.$%&#$%//&'0,+%1#($
2)$%$34%.,5.1#%()$+'(#67$

Free Flight Simulation

body-wing coupling
        
relatively fast simulations

 

Dynamic	  Stability	  Analysis	  of	  Free	  Flight

Ibβb=
�

τi+ωb × (Ibωb)+τ b

Iwi βw
i =(−τi)+ωw

i × (Iwi ωw
i )+τ bi

βw
i −βb= βpre

Each rigid body satisfies the
Newton-Euler Equation.  

The coupling is enforced through 
the dynamic constraints at the 
joints. 

Morphological parameters based 

on insects 
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FIG. 2: uncontrolled flight simulation. (Top) body-pitch attitude (!t). (middle) body velocities in the laboratory frame,
forward velocity (black solid) and ascending velocity (red dashed). (bottom) body velocity in the body frame, dorsal-ventral
component (ut, solid black) and the component along the mean-body axis (vt, red dashed). (Above the curves) The ball-stick
plots show body postures at the moments when the body rotation rate is zero. !t > 0 corresponds to nose-down rotation, and
vice versa. The first four shaded regions show alternate up and down motion in the body-pitch. The last two shades signify,
respectively, the transient process and the approximately steady state. (Below the curves) sampled body postures from (A)
and (B). It is worth noting that the horizontal velocity has a 90 degree phase di!erence with respect to the body-pitch attitude.

one root has a positive real part. The negative discrimi-
nant indicates one real mode and two complex conjugates
mode. Let !1 be real, and !2, 3 = r ± iq. It follows from
the Vietes Formula that,

!1 + !2 + !3 = !1 + 2r < 0

!1!2 + !2!3 + !3!1 = 2!3r + r2 + q2 = 0

!1!2!3 = !1(r
2 + q2) < 0 (17)

which implies that !1 < 0 and r > 0. A prediction based
on this cubic equation is that the instability is indepen-

dent of model parameters such as the wing attachment.

We examine the eigen-vectors and identify three char-
acteristic modes (Figure 3), which are similar to the re-
sults reported in those cited works. Perturbation in mode
A consists of a simultaneous nose-down body-pitching
and a forward motion, and the flight is stabilized by the
counter torque. In mode B, the body-pitch direction is
reversed, and the flight is unstable because the induced
torque applied to the direction of the body-pitch per-
turbation. Mode C shows the stability in the ascending
direction, a result of the dissipative drag force.

Pitching Instability

due to coupling between forward and pitching motion

FL
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Always unstable, unless in fast descent. 

The Stability of the Periodic States
 Eigenvalues based on Poincare Map

In contrast, ascending model excluding the pitching motion,  the flight is stable

8
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FIG. 4: (a) Flight trajectory of a periodic equilibrium flight
with almost zero velocities. (b) Monodromy eigenvalues (real
parts) for periodic equilibrium flights with di!erent ascending
velocities. The cross hair denotes a descent speed below which
the flight is intrinsically stable. Each branch contains a solid
(ascending, v > 0) and a dashed (descending, v < 0) segment.

In the context of biological controls, devised controllers
are often di!erent from classical controllers that sense
the controlled variables constantly and issue control com-
mands over the manipulated variables instantaneously.
In contrast, biological controllers inevitably involve cir-
cuitry delays, both in the sensory and in the actuation,
reflecting the fundamental physical constraints in flying
manoeuvrability. Consequently, we include in our con-
trol scheme two delay times, Td,1 for the sensory delay
and Td,2 for the actuation delay. Furthermore, perhaps
flying animals undertake control tasks only from time to
time, and thus the control commands intermittent. As a
result, we also include a sampling time, Ts, which is the
constant cycling time between two consecutive control
actions.

Figure (5) illustrates these time scales. Each colored
dot signifies a moment when the neural signal fires to
sense the body kinematics. Two neighboring dots are
separated by the sampling time, Ts. After each sensory

activity, it takes a lapse of Td,1 for the neural circuit in
computing and issuing the proper control command, and
at the meanwhile the manipulated variable (!0) stays un-
changed. In the end of sensory delay, !0 starts updating
from the out-of-date command, !0,n to the up-to-date
command, !0,n+1, and the transition is prescribed by the
following trajectory,

!0(t) = !0,n + (!0,n ! !0,n+1)(10t̂
3 ! 15t̂4 + 6t̂5) (22)

where t̂ = t!tn!Td,1

Td,2
for tn + Td,1 < t < tn + Td,1 +

Td,2. Here tn is the sensory moment at the dot. The
polynomial function corresponds to a transition between
two constant levels 0 and 1, and the transition curve is
second order di!erentiable at both ends. The transition
takes a time duration of Td,2, after which !0 settles down
on the up-to-date command.
Di!erent combinations of the three time scales may re-

sult in di!erent properties in the controller. Figure (5)
illustrates two typical cases we study in this paper. The
top curve shows a case termed “fast-reaction”, where the
total circuitry delay, (Td,1 + Td,2), does not exceed the
sampling interval. As a result, the controller always ac-
complishes the transition within each control cycle. The
bottom curve shows a second case termed “slow-decision-
fast-action”, where Td,2 is still fairly small comparing to
Ts; however, Td,1 is greater than Ts but smaller than 2Ts.
Hence, the control command decided by one sensory fir-
ing is implemented only in the subsequent control cycle.
For now, we avoid other possibilities, such as substan-
tially elongated Td,2, where one actuation may not finish
before the next actuation kicks in, or overlapped sensory
and actuation, which can be avoided by the deliberation
in choosing the total delay.
To enable a swift transition, we fix Td,2 at 0.2T , where

T is the wing-beat period. We vary Td,1 from 0.1T to
several wing-beats and examine the e!ect of prolonged
sensory delay. When studying the “fast-reaction”, we
choose Ts to be the smallest integer above the total cir-
cuitry delay. We relax this constraint and use only inte-
ger of wing-beats for Ts to study the “slow-decision-fast-
action”. We do not use fractional Ts because the distur-
bance is periodic, and after an integer of wing-beats, the
controller only needs to compensate the residue of the
disturbance. For the controller gains, we set k! = 0.26,
and k" = 0.005, with which we observe resilient flight
behavior in hovering.
Figure (6) displays the longitudinal body-pitch in a

modulated flight with Td,1 = 0.2T and Ts = 3T , in com-
parison with the open-loop simulation. We notice that
the body-pitch gradually settles down to the undulant
steady state with the same frequency of wing strokes.
Without the control, overcompensation leads to dynamic
instability. With the controller, the body-kinematics con-
verges, so does the control command.
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,u)Linear Stability Analysis of the Longitudinal Flight
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ward flight motion in the wing flaps and engenders a
nose-downwards torque, and the body-pitch is gradually
stopped at 30 wing-beat with a larger deviation from the
upright (e ! f). (C) and (D) the body-pitch oscillates
as a result of the coupling with the forward flight, and
the amplitude is increasing. During the process, the body
accelerates in descent.
A transient process is shown in (E), where the body os-

cillation varies in magnitude. The body descent acceler-
ates at the beginning, but then decelerates and converges
to the terminal speed " 50 cm/s. Part (F) shows approx-
imately the steady state where the body kinematics is al-
most periodic. The body-pitch oscillation has amplitude
" 48 degree. Because of the body-pitch oscillation, the
mean vertical lift is smaller than the body weight, and
the weight balance necessities a significant descent veloc-
ity to induce the vertical drag forces. It is also worth
noting that the period of 20 wing-beats is comparable
with the inherent time scale of the insect body when
taken as a compound pendulum. In the body frame,
the velocity component along the body longitudinal axis
oscillates twice as fast as does the component along the
dorsal-ventral axis, consistent to the ratio between the
frequencies of the driving forces along both directions.
All the oscillations are in the phase. Without a proper
stabilization scheme, the insect does not fly crazily, but
rather reaches a steady state tumbling descent.
Lastly, we have examined di!erent model parameters,

including the geometry and inertia of both wing and
body, as well as the wing attachment, but have not found
any stable flights without monitoring the body kinemat-
ics and regulating the wing motions accordingly.

Stability analysis in time-averaging paradigm

To draw general conclusions regarding the stability of
flapping flight, we analyze the longitudinal flight using
time-averaged aerodynamic forces on the wings. Similar
models have been employed in both experiments (Tay-
lor 2003) and computations (Sun 2005; Sun 2007a; Sun
2009; Sun 2007b). The model here computes the aver-
aged aerodynamic forces experienced by the wings and
the dynamics of body motion. In particular, two force
components, the lift and the drag, are calculated using
the classic airfoil theory,

L =
1

2
cL(!)"f c̄RW 2

D =
1

2
cD(!)"f c̄RW 2 (13)

where L and D are respectively the aerodynamic lift and
drag, cL and cD are the corresponding dimensionless pre-
factors and functions of the geometric angle of attack, c̄
is the mean chord length, R is the wing span, and W

is the translation velocity of the wing through the fluid.
We have neglected the aerodynamic contribution due tot
he wing rotations.
Relative to the thorax, the constant wing velocity is

W0, and the constant geometric angle of attack is !0.
The wind speed W is the vector sum of W0 and the
body velocities (u, v). The body motion couples with the
wing velocity di!erently in the forward and the backward
strokes. On average, we compute the forces along the
dorsal-ventral axis and the body longitudinal axis over
one wing-beat period,

F! =
1

2
(#LF sin#F + LB sin#B

#DF cos#F +DB cos#B)

F" =
1

2
(LF cos#F + LB cos#B

#DF sin#F +DB sin#B) (14)

where $ and % are the axes, and the notations “F” and
“B” denote the forward and the backward portions of one
stroke. The time-averaged flight dynamics are,

u̇ = &v +
1

m
F! + g sin '

v̇ = #&u+
1

m
F" # g cos ' (15)

'̇ = &

&̇ =
h

I
F!

where h denotes the position of wing attachment rela-
tive to the body center of mass, # is the deflection of the
wing angle of attack resulted by the body motion cou-
pling, and the cross terms are present due to the choice
of velocity components in the body frame. We reduce the
dimensions of the system using the velocity scale W0, the
time scale T = W0/g, and the mass scale of body weight
m. Stability at hovering flight (u = v = ' = & = 0)
is analyzed using the perturbation method. Its stability
depends on the eigen-values of the linearized dynamic
system, or the roots of the following characteristic equa-
tion,

(3 + 2a(2 + 2ah/L = 0 (16)

where L is the body length, a = CD(#)
CL(#) is the drag-to-

lift ratio. A general conclusion by Ruths stability theo-
rem is the intrinsic instability due to the missing linear
term in the characteristic equation. A linear term can
originate from the inclusion of dissipative forces upon the
body. This body drag is, however, often found too small
to stabilize the longitudinal instability (Ristroph 2012;
Sun 2009). We also show mathematically that at least

Eigenvalues:

� 

h < 0

� 

h > 0
*

*

*
*
*

*
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The pitch instability can be controlled by 
adjusting  the center of the stroke

Top View

Adjust φ0

φ0
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Designing a linear controller

τn − τn−1 = Ts

1. time-delay (due to sensing and actuation time) 

II.  discrete sampling rate

III.  a linear controller 

interested in the effect of  Td   and  Ts

Td

9
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FIG. 5: (a) Control scheme of modulating the center position in wing strokes. The sketch shows a forward modulation in face
of a nose-down perturbation. (b) Sketch of the modulated !0. Dots show the moments when the body kinematics are sensed.
Same colors are adopted in the corresponding transition to the updated levels of !0. A fast transition (Td,1+Td,2 < Ts) is shown
in the top plot. The bottom plot shows the modulation when the sensory delay is significantly elongated (Ts < Td,1 < 2Ts).
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FIG. 6: (Left axis) body-pitch attitude and (right axis) the center position of wing stroke during a modulated flight by the
time-delayed discrete linear controller. Body-pitch attitudes in both open-loop (black dashed) and closed-loop (blue solid) are
shown in comparison. The control signal (red dotted dashed) is subtly small compared to the stroke amplitude.

As Td,1 is gradually prolonged, we encounter a kind
of flight that may be deemed meta-stable. Figure (7)
shows the flight trajectory with Td,1 = 1.4T , where the
body-pitch does not exceed ±5 degrees throughout 50
wing strokes, and the inflation rate in the deviation from
upright is fairly small. Intuitively, longer delay in Td,1

can deteriorate the controllability, and inappropriately
long Td,1 renders the flight uncompensated again. This
rule guiding Td,1 is of subtlety: at large, Td,1 = 0.2T
yields better controlled flight than Td,1 = 2T ; however,
it is possible for Td,1 = 1.6T to be of more subsidence
than Td,1 = 1.5T , as we have observed in our study. The
reason lies in the sensory timing: missing 0.1 T in the
sensory moment may lead to di!erence in sensed body
kinematics, and the e!ect in the controlled flight is subtly

profound. Once Td,1 exceeds 1.7T , we discern instability
or uncontrollability in the flight, as demonstrated by the
trajectory in Figure (8).

We introduce the critical sensory delay, Tcd,1 as the
maximum of Td,1 that, given Ts and Td,2, preserves the
flight controllability. Clearly, this critical delay may have
dependence on the choice of Ts and Td,2, and for the
choices made above, we may simply take Tcd,1 = 1.4T
as the critical value. We have found that the critical
delay increases with the decrease in Ts. For Ts = 2T ,
Tcd,1 = 2.2T ; for Ts = 1T , Tcd,1 = 2.7T . Intuitively, the
more often an insect is to control, the less urgent it is
for the insect to complete the control action. Overall, we
find that fast-reaction always leads to controllable flight,
while controllability fails to hold if sensory delay is too
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beat-to-beat sensing to stabilize flight
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Conjecture

Fruit flies sense their state  every wing-beat in order to 
stabilize themselves
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Quantitative Study of Organismal Behavior
from flight dynamics to neural dynamics
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